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Hello, I’m Arwen Baxter, and thank you for joining me for my presentation of a selection of my 
original poetry entitled,  
 
I started this project as a study tool for my upper division literature courses. For every story I 
read, I would write a poem, sometimes based on my general reaction or a specific line, or just a 
word that resonated. I would use these free form poetry sessions to help clarify what each text 
meant to me and the facets I was most interested in exploring through longer essays. Over time, 
the poems became a goal in themselves. I find that Poetry has a great power of synthesis, that 
as a practice it can distill meaning into its purest forms. I am fascinated as an aspiring educator 
by the possibilities of using creative pursuits such as music, theatre, and creative writing as 
tools of study for all disciplines. I hope to use these poems and this kind of exercise to help 
students actively interact with difficult texts. We are not just creators or just appreciators; as 
readers, artists, and people we must be both.  
 
This first poem was written in reaction to Galileo Galilei’s classic text, The Sidereal Messenger or 
Siderius Nuncius, read for the upper division Lit class, Cosmos and Poesis. In this poem I explore 
the cosmos of on a macrocosmic and microcosmic level, viewing individuals as complex 
systems, not perfect in the Platonic sense, but composed of irregularities and worthy of 
lifetimes of observation and dedication. We owe wonder not only to the starry sky but to each 
other. This is my poem, Galileo Went Blind 
 
Your face, the angular shadows of the moon 
I take my telescope out of the closet to look closer at your topography 
I name your low places after Grecian heroes 
Between your neck and shoulder, a sea of tranquility 
The cosmos within, the balm of the blind man 
You know Galileo went blind, don’t you? 
This terrestrial world was to him a land of lens flares 
When life comes out overexposed I look out to you 
I postulate your motions  
I wonder and sketch, peer behind your crystalline exterior 
To the hurling bodies beneath 
I see you swirling and infinite 
I see you. 
And I make no assumptions. I ask for nothing. 
I am an observer here.  
I see you and I do not know you, and I never will 
You are all subatomic particles 
I too am a civilization unto myself, mixed up in the mud of this world 
A lifetime of mossy ruins and hardy plants 
I look up 
You, three inches taller than I 
I measure the angle, like a sailor on a clear night 
Do you know me? 
Did your low swaths ever hold water like mine? 
Your high mountains 
Were they ever touched by snow? 
I will love you no matter the void 
No matter how barren 
I have my gurgling wetlands and you the fine gray silt 
To accept a cosmos you will never understand  
Is to open your heart to sun flares and supernovas 
To the hurling wreckage  
It is to be undone 
You know Galileo went blind, don’t you 
 
This next poem was inspired by a literature class exploring the diverse roles and metaphorics 
of Desert landscapes in literature, specifically Mary Austin’s “Land of Little Rain” and Ellen 
Meloy’s “The Anthropology of Turquoise.  I think about the desert as a place of  preservation, a 
harsh and arid climate, always shifting and changing. I explore the desert as an earthly 
museum, where human presence is scarce, but can also have long lasting impacts. The trash we 
throw away, what we leave behind in this sparse landscape will likely be part of it for a long 
time. I also conceptualize the desert as  a theatre for examining the cosmos. On cold clear nights 
in the American southwest, the desert is as much sky as it is sand. I explore themes of mortality 
and infinity from this specific arid venue.  
 
We stopped by the train tracks and walked from there 
To a sandstone hummock strewn with concretions 
Like black bullets on white snow 
When the wind came up hard they shivered and rolled like tumbleweeds 
 
We brought a loud Hawaiian print picnic blanket 
And lunch in a daypack 
Sitting in the direct sun, low hills behind 
Dry washes parsing the land  
Into verbs and nouns, component mineral pieces 
 
It was early winter  
The temperature spiking and falling with every stray cloud across the sun 
Shivering in our sweat 
Shedding and adding layers 
 
We had cheese and crackers and olives 
A Ziploc of cuties and chocolate covered almonds 
We flung olive pits out onto the sand 
Astronauts of a kind 
The closest any of us had come to eternal influence 
Orange peels skittering off 
To be dehydrated in God’s specimen collection 
 
 
I saw an off-white speckled lizard slide on its stomach down a steep sandy bluff 
And that night I woke from a dream, I was a folk legend 
The Desert was sewn with Oranges rolling over the Sandstone plateau 
Looking up, the milky way was a great white Lizard tail, a thoracic park 
An astral spine, vertebrae upon vertebrae, stars upon stars, beads on a string 
Ariadne’s ball of yarn stretched from constellation to constellation. 
My hands deep in the half warm sand 
My newly portable universe sidewinding away from me 
I wondered 
Which starry messenger to blame  
For this terrifying new world.  
 
 
This last poem is actually not a poem but a song. I have loved the poetry of Tennyson since I was 
young and am always looking for ways to expose other people to his work. My favorite poem 
was The Lady of Shallott, the story of a young woman cursed to live in a tower watching life go 
by through a magic mirror. She rebels and escapes the tower, floating downstream in a boat and 
eventually passing away. When she chooses life over the reflections of her tower she utters the 
famous line, “I am half sick of shadows.” This is my song of the same name, reimagining The 
Lady of Shalott as an indie rock ballad.  
 
 
Today is Sunday. I woke up late again.  
The days are gone before I have the time to make a change.  
My eyes are bleary. Can’t seem to focus now. Life’s a hoax I feel like one great big joke right 
now.  
I am half sick of shadows.  
I am half sick of shadows. 
 
When I’m lonely. I watch the television. But the people on the screen never listen to me.  
They keep on lying. And chasing vampires. Getting drunk and loving their boyfriend’s 
stepbrothers.  
They’re so stupid. What an ugly life. But at least they got plans for Friday night.  
 
I am half sick of shadows.  
I am half sick of shadows. 
 
I need a hobby. Maybe Volleyball. But I can’t spike and they say go pro or not at all.  
I get so bored I. Go to the grocery store. But I can’t pretend the produce section’s a garden 
anymore.  
 
I am half sick of shadows.  
I am half sick of shadows. 
 
Think I’m too tired. To sing my song today. But if I do maybe this headache will go away.  
I am an artist. At least emotionally. But I lack endurance to pursue life professionally.  
It’s such a shame how. People waste their lives. Parking cars and breaking hearts and standing 
in Pharmacy lines.  
 
I am half sick of shadows.  
I am half sick of shadows. 
 
I’m being carried downstream now 
I’m being carried downstream now 
 
 
Thank you.  
 
 
